As with any application of machine learning, web search ranking requires labeled data. The labels usually come in the form of relevance assessments made by editors. Click logs can also provide an important source of implicit feedback and can be used as a cheap proxy for editorial labels. The main difficulty however comes from the so called position bias -urls appearing in lower positions are less likely to be clicked even if they are relevant. In this paper, we propose a Dynamic Bayesian Network which aims at providing us with unbiased estimation of the relevance from the click logs. Experiments show that the proposed click model outperforms other existing click models in predicting both click-through rate and relevance.
INTRODUCTION
Web page ranking has been traditionally based on hand designed ranking functions such as BM25 [18] . With the inclusion of thousands of features for ranking, hand-tuning of ranking function becomes intractable. Several machine learning algorithms have been applied to automatically optimize ranking functions [4, 5] . Machine learned ranking requires a large number of training examples, with relevance labels indicating the degree of relevance for each querydocument pair. The cost of the editorial labeling is usually quite expensive. Moreover, the relevance labels of the training examples could change over time. For example, if the query is time sensitive or recurrent (e.g. "www" or "presidential election"), a search engine is expected to return the most up-to-date documents/sites to the users. However, it would be prohibitive to keep all the relevance labels up to date. Click logs embed important information about user satisfaction with a search engine and can provide a highly valuable source of relevance information. Compare to editorial labels, clicks are much cheaper to obtain and always reflect current relevance.
Clicks have been used in multiple ways by a search engine: to tune search parameters, to evaluate different ranking functions [7, 13, 14, 15] , or as signals to directly influence ranking [1, 13] . However, clicks are known to be biased, by the presentation order, the appearance (e.g. title and abstract) of the documents, and the reputation of individual sites. Many studies [8, 10] have attempted to account the position-bias of click. Carterette and Jones [7] proposed to model the relationship between clicks and relevance so that clicks can be used to unbiasedly evaluate search engine when lack of editorial relevance judgment. Other research [10, 21, 16] attempted to model user click behavior during search so that future clicks may be accurately predicted based on observations of past clicks.
Two different types of the click models are position models [8, 10, 17 ] and the cascade model [8] . A position model assumes that a click depends on both relevance and examination. Each rank has a certain probability of being examined, which decays by rank and depends only on rank. A click on a url 1 indicates that the url is examined and considered relevant by the user. However this model treats the individual urls in a search result page independently and fails to capture the interaction among urls in the examination probability. Take for example two equally relevant urls for a query: a user may only click on the top one, feel satisfied, and then leave the search result page. In this case, the positional bias cannot fully explain the lack of clicks for the second url.
The cascade model assumes that users examine the results sequentially and stop as soon as a relevant document is clicked. Here, the probability of examination is indirectly determined by two factors: the rank of the url and the relevance of all previous urls. The cascade model makes a strong assumption that there is only one click per search and hence it could not explain the abandoned search or search with more than one clicks. Even though the cascade model is quite restrictive, the authors of that paper showed that it can predict click-through rates (CTRs) 2 more accurately than the position models described above.
None of the above models distinguish perceived relevance and actual relevance 3 . Because users cannot examine the content of a document until they click on the url, the decision to click is made based on perceived relevance. While there is a strong correlation between perceived relevance and actual relevance, there are also many cases where they differ.
In this paper, a dynamic bayesian network (DBN) model is proposed to model the users' browsing behavior. As in the position model, we assume that a click occurs if and only if the user has examined the url and deemed it relevant. Similar to the cascade model, our model assumes that users make a linear transversal through the results and decide whether to click based on the perceived relevance of the document. The user chooses to examine the next url if he/she is unsatisfied with the clicked url (based on actual relevance). Our model differs from the cascade model in two aspects: 1. because a click does not necessarily mean that the user is satisfied with the clicked document, we attempt to distinguish the perceived relevance and actual relevance. 2. We do not limit the number of clicks that a user can make during a search.
We compare the proposed model with pervious models and show that the dynamic bayesian network based model outperforms the others. The predicted relevance for each url are then used in two ways: either as a feature in a ranking function or used as supplementary data to learn a ranking function. We show that the function learned with these predicted relevance is not far from being as good as a function trained with a large amount of editorial data. We further show that combining both type of data can lead to an even more accurate ranking function.
MODELING PRESENTATION BIAS
As explained above, the presentation bias refers to the fact that users are more likely to click on documents at the top of the ranking.
Position models
A popular class of methods for dealing with this presentation bias problem are the position based models [8, 10, 17] . A core assumption in these methods is that the user clicks on a link if the following two conditions are met: the user examined the url and found it relevant; in addition, the probability of examination depends only on the position. More precisely, given a url u at position p, the probability of a click is modeled through a hidden variable E denoting if u was examined or not:
P (C = 1|u, p, E = e)P (E = e|u, p)
The click-through rate of an url is defined as the ratio between the number of times this url was clicked and the number of times it was shown. 3 Perceived relevance is the relevance of the url presented by a search engine. Actual relevance means the relevance of the landing page.
The last equation made use of the following assumptions: there is no click if the user did not examine the url; if the url is examined, the probability of click depends only on its relevance; the probability of examination depends only the position. As a result the probability of a click is the product between two probabilities αu and βp: the first one models the relevance of the url to the query while the second one captures the position effect. Remember that our goal is to infer the relevance of an url based on the click logs. That is exactly what αu represents: the perceived relevance of an url to the user, independent of the position. If we make the additional assumption that β1 = 1 -that is the user always examine the first result -then αu can be interpreted as an equivalent CTR at position 1, i.e. the CTR of that url had it been placed in the first position. Note that the query q is implicit here; more formally, we should write αuq to stress the dependence to the query, but in the rest of paper we assume that the query is fixed.
COEC model
A cheap and straightforward approach is to estimate βp as the aggregated CTR (over all queries and sessions) in position p. Suppose there are N sessions in which u appeared and for the i-th session ci ∈ {0, 1} indicates if there was a click and pi is the position in which the url u appeared. Then αu is computed as [19] :
As in [19] we refer to this method as clicks over expected clicks (COEC), because the denominator can be seen as the number of "expected" clicks given the positions that the url appeared in. The problem with the COEC model is that the estimation of β is biased. It would be valid if the search engine gives results in a random order. But since more relevant documents tend to appear higher in the ranking, the observed CTR at a given position captures not only the position bias, but also the typical relevance at this position.
Examination model
Another approach is to find αu and βp by maximum likelihood. Note that the urls need to have been shown in different positions for this approach (and other below) to be meaningful. Otherwise the solution is ill-defined. This makes sense because in order to capture the position effect, one needs to observe the CTR of the same url at different positions. That is usually the case because of the constant variations in a search engine. Given the vector βp, the maximum likelihood solution for αu is:
The vector βp is estimated by an alternate (or joint) maximization of the likelihood between αu and βp.
A drawback of the above approach is that it can lead to αu > 1. This is not desirable since αu is supposed to represent a probability. Instead of maximizing the likelihood directly, one can use the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm where the hidden variables are the examination variables E [10] . This ensures that αu ≤ 1. We used the WWW 2009 MADRID! Track: Data Mining / Session: Click Models EM algorithm in our implementation of the the examination model.
Logistic model
Another alternative is to use a slightly different model related to logistic regression [8] :
The click probability is not a product of probabilities any longer, but it is still a function of the url and of the position. The main advantage is that it ensures that the resulting probability is always between 0 and 1; also the optimization is much easier since it is an unconstrained and jointly convex problem.
Cascade Model
Cascade model [8] differs from the above position models in that it considers the dependency among urls in a same search results page and model all clicks and skips simultaneously in a session. It assumes that the user views search results from top to bottom and decides whether to click each url. Once a click is issued, documents below the clicked result are not examined regardless of the position. With the cascade model, each document d, is either clicked with probability r d (i.e. probability that the document is relevant) or skipped with probability (1-r d ). The cascade model assumes that a user who clicks never comes back, and a user who skips always continues. A click on the i-th document indicates: 1. the user must have decided to skip the ranks above; 2. the user deem the i-th document relevant. The probability of click on i-th document can thus be expressed as:
DYNAMIC BAYESIAN NETWORK
We now introduce another model which considers the results set as a whole and takes into account the influence of the other urls while estimating the relevance of a given url from click logs. The reason to consider the relevance of other urls is the following: take for instance a relevant document in position 3; if both documents in position 1 and 2 are very relevant, it is likely that this document will have very few clicks; on the other hand, if the two top documents are irrelevant, it will have a lot of clicks. A click model depending only on the position will not be able to make the distinction between these two cases. We extend the idea of cascade model and propose a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) [11] to model simultaneously the relevance of all documents.
Model
The Dynamic Bayesian Network that we propose is illustrated in figure 1. The sequence is over the documents in the search result list. For simplicity, we keep only the top 10 documents appearing in the first page of results, which means that the sequence goes from 1 to 10. The variables inside the box are defined at the session level, while those out of the box are defined at the query level. As before, we assume that the query is fixed.
For a given position i, in addition to the observed variable Ci indicating whether there was a click or not at this position, the following hidden binary variables are defined to model examination, perceived relevance, and actual relevance, respectively:
• Ei: did the user examine the url?
• Ai: was the user attracted by the url?
• Si: was the user satisfied by the landing page?
The following equations describe the model:
As in the examination model, we assume that there is a click if and only if the user looked at the url and was attracted by it (5a). The probability of being attracted depends only on the url (5b). Similar to the cascade model, the user scans the urls linearly from top to bottom until he decides to stop. After the user clicks and visits the url, there is a certain probability that he will be satisfied by this url (5c). On the other hand, if he does not click, he will not be satisfied (5d). Once the user is satisfied by the url he has visited, he stops his search (5e). If the user is not satisfied by the current result, there is a probability 1 − γ that the user abandons his search (5f) and a probability γ that the user examines the next url. In other words, γ measures the perseverance of the user 4 . If the user did not examine the position i, he will not examine the subsequent positions (5g). In addition, au and su have a beta prior. The choice of this prior is natural because the beta distribution is conjugate to the binomial distribution. It is clear that some of the assumptions are not realistic and we discuss in section 8 how to extend them. However, as shown in the experimental section, this model can already explain accurately the observed clicks. Unlike the examination model, our model has two variables au and su related to the relevance of the document. The first one models the perceived relevance since it measures the probability of a click based on the url. The second one is the probability that the user is satisfied given that he has clicked on the link; so it can been understood as a "ratio" between actual and perceived relevance. Indeed, if we define the relevance of the url as the probability that the user is satisfied given that he has seen the url, we have:
As far we know, this is the first click model which attempts to model the actual relevance rather than the perceived relevance only.
Link with other models
The examination model can be seen as a special case of our model where the Ei are independent and have a distribution that only depends on the position. In that case the Si are meaningless because they cannot be inferred.
The cascade model of [8] is a special case of our model with γ = 1 and su = 1. That is, the user keeps examining until he finds a document that appears relevant. He then clicks and stops.
In [7] the relevance of the documents is predicted from click logs and the CTRs of the other documents is used during the prediction. Their motivation is different (which is to evaluate the quality of search engine), but they address the same problem: the influence of other documents on CTRs. However the definition of CTRs in other positions is problematic if the set of documents changed between sessions.
Joachims [13] introduced the so-called skip-above pairs: when the user has not clicked at position i but has clicked at position j > i, it is an indication that the document in position j is preferred to the document in position i. We recover this type of pair with our model because in that case 1 = Aj > Ai = 0. However, the problem with learning a ranking function with skip-above pairs is that one tends to learn the reverse function than the one in production (there are only "negative" instances in some sense).
For the position models, it has been observed that it is better to use different vectors β for different type of queries such as navigational vs informational 5 . The reason is that for navigational queries, the CTRs decay much faster with the position. But we argue that this decay is not a function of the query type, but of the quality of the top urls. For a navigational query, the top result is usually excellent and there are very few clicks in lower positions. Our click model captures this effect directly and does not need different browsing models for different type of queries.
Inference
The Dynamic Bayesian Network of figure 1 is just slightly more complex than a standard Hidden Markov Model (HMM) because of the conditional dependence between the hidden state at position i + 1 and the observation at position i given the hidden state at position i. The ExpectactionMaximization (EM) algorithm [9] is used to find the maxi-mum likelihood estimate of the variables au and su and the forward-backward algorithm is used to to compute the posterior probabilities of the hidden variables. Please refer to the Appendix of the paper for a detailed derivation of the Estep and M-step, as well as a confidence computation for the latent variables. Even though we could have also estimated γ with EM, we simply treated γ as a configurable parameter for the model.
EXPERIMENTS
Three types of experiments are performed to validate our model. First we evaluate the click model in terms of predicted CTR at position 1. Then we use the predicted relevance as signals in ranking. In a third type of experiments, we use the predicted relevance as targets to train a ranking function.
The click log is obtained from a commercial search engine. A session can be defined in various ways, but for all our experiments, it is defined as as follows. A session always has a unique user and unique query. It starts when a user issues a query and ends with 60 minutes idle time on the user side. For each session, we get the query, list of urls in result sets, and list of clicked urls. Simple normalization is applied to queries and urls. As explained before, we restrict ourselves to the top 10 urls on the first result page. Sessions for which the clicks are not in the same order as the ranking (for instance the user clicks first on the 4th link then on the 2nd link) have zero probability under our model. On average, roughly 3% of the sessions contain one or more out-of-the-order clicks. We could have decided to swap the click order for these sessions, but we simply discarded them. We also discarded all the queries for which we have less than 10 sessions.
Predicting click-through rate
We first assess how accurate is our proposed click model. For this task, we get 58M sessions and 682k unique queries from the click log of the UK market. A natural way to evaluate a click model would be to proceed as in [10] : for a given query, take some sessions for training and evaluate the likelihood of clicks on the other sessions. But our goal is different: we are not so much interested in click prediction, but more on how accurate the latent variables au and su are: they are indeed the variables that will be used later for ranking. It is difficult to assess the quality of su, but it is easy for au. are used: the Mean-Square-Error (MSE) and the KL divergence. Note that the KL divergence is, up to a constant value, the same as the likelihood of the clicks on the test sessions.
The DBN model requires the input of a parameter γ. We first perform the above leave-one-out procedure to empirically determine the optimal value of γ. The result is shown in figure 3 . The DBN model reaches the smallest MSE when γ = 0.9, which indicates that users are persistent in finding relevant documents. For the rest of the experiments, we set γ to 0.9. We compare the DBN model with other click models described in section 2. The results are shown in figure 2 . The COEC, examination, and logistic models are respectively described by equations (1), (2) , and (3). For these methods we use the empirical Bayes method [6] with a beta prior to smooth the observed probabilities of clicks at different positions. This yields more stable and accurate results. More precisely, the CTRs at a given position p are assumed to be drawn from a beta distribution with parameters ap and bp. These parameters are found by maximum likelihood on the entire dataset. We then replace the raw CTRs of the form . The COEC model predicts sometimes CTR larger than 1: in that case, we clamp the prediction to 1 when computing the MSE error. However, even after clamping to 1, the KL divergence is infinite when the test CTR is smaller than 1. That is the reason why COEC does not appear in the right hand side of figure 2. As for the cascade model described by equation (4), it can only handle sessions which have exactly one click. When testing this method we thus discarded all the sessions which have zero or more than one click. While the cascade model is rather restricted by assuming that users are very persistent in examining until they find a relevant document, we see that it performs better than the COEC and examination model and comparably to the logistic model, indicating it is useful to consider the interaction between urls in the same search result page. These results are consistent with the ones reported in [8] .
In figure 2 , we broke down the errors as a function of the minimum number of sessions used for training. For instance 1000 means that the MSE has been computed on all the (query,urls) pairs such that the number of sessions in which this url does not appear in position 1 is at least 1000. When the number of sessions is large, the choice of the prior distributions on au and su does not play an important role. One would typically expect that the accuracy improves with the number of sessions. That is roughly the case for the cascade and our model, but surprisingly, the accuracy of the other models deteriorates when the number of sessions is very large. We investigated this issue by looking at the (query,url) pairs with a large error. An example was the query "myspace" and the url www.myspace.com in the UK market. The url in postion 1 should be uk.myspace.com, but because of variations in the ranking due to tests for instance, the url www.myspace.com appeared several times in position 1. For these sessions, the CTR was very high, 0.97, as expected. In other sessions, it appeared in position 2 and had a low CTR of 0.11. This low CTR is expected because the url in first position is then uk.myspace.com and most users do not even look at www.myspace.com. However, the logistic model predicted a CTR of 0.21. The predicted CTR WWW 2009 MADRID! Track: Data Mining / Session: Click Models of the logistic model is understandable because in average there is roughly a factor 2 difference between the CTR of an url in position 1 and in position 2. The reason why there is a factor 9 for the query myspace is because the url shown in position 1 was already excellent and the users hardly looked at position 2. The examination and logistic model do not take this information into account but the DBN does: it predicted a CTR of 0.95 for www.myspace.com. Perfect urls in position 1 tend to happen more often for navigational queries. For this type of query, we have a lot of sessions; that explains why the bad performance of the position models is exacerbated when a large number of sessions is considered.
We have not done a formal comparison with the model of [10] , but preliminary experiments show that it suffers from the same problem as the other position model described above. Of peripheral interest, but still noteworthy is figure 4 which compares the vector β for the two models of the form P (C = 1|u, p) = αuβp. As explained in section 2, the values of βp decay too fast for the COEC model, because this model does not make the distinction between the position effect and the fact that more relevant documents tend to appear at the top of the ranking. The logistic and examination models are able to make this distinction, intuitively by taking advantage of the position change of some of the urls in the click logs.
Predicted relevance as a ranking feature
The accuracy of CTR prediction may not directly translate to relevance. In the second set of experiments, we use the predicted relevance directly to rank urls. In this case, the relative order of click prediction is more important than its absolute values. We compare the DBN model with the cascade model and the logistic model. We also include in the comparison a baseline ranking function φ that uses many other ranking signals (e.g. BM25 scores). This function is typical of ranking functions used by web search engines.
The data is different from above: we considered only the queries for which we have editorial judgments and for which we have at least 10 sessions over a period of several months. This resulted in 3153 queries and 44.5M sessions.
The following experimental protocol is used:
1: Retrieve all the sessions related to a given query; 2: Consider all urls with editorial relevance judgments; 3: Train the model on the sessions and predict au and su for the urls; 4: Sort the urls with respect to the predicted relevance (6) given by the DBN model; 5: Compute the Normalized Discounted Cumulated Gain (NDCG) [12] at rank 5; 6: Average the NDCG5 on all queries. The results are shown in figure 5 where we broke down the NDCG5 as a function of the minimum number of sessions required for a url. For instance, the minimum number of sessions of 1000 means that the NDCG5 has been computed on all the (query,urls) pairs such that the number of sessions for this url is at least 1000. With the increasing number of sessions for each url, we expect the click prediction to be more accurate and more confident, leading to improved ranking of the urls. This is exactly what we have observed in figure 5 -for all the click models, NDCG5 improves with the number of sessions. However, when we restrict the experiment to higher number of sessions for the urls, fewer urls are left for each query. In the extreme case, a query could contain only one url and the NDCG5 would always be one. Indeed the average number of urls per query is 10.5 overall, but if we restrict ourselves to urls with more than 10,000 sessions, this number goes down to 8. The NDCG5 is thus less discriminative when the number of sessions for each urls is very high and as a result, the performance of the baseline function is not constant. That is the reason why we also plot the NDCG5 relative to the baseline function (right of figure 5 ) to remove the effect of varying number of urls per query.
In general, the DBN model is able to rank the urls better than the logistic model and the cascade model. As expected, with the increasing number of sessions for the urls (i.e. predictions are more confident), both the NDCG5 and the relative NDCG5 increases. As a special case of the DBN model (γ = 1 and su = 1), the cascade model behaves very similarly as the DBN model but with a lower NDCG5, which confirms the necessity of introducing the notion of satisfaction su and perseverance γ. The cascade model suffers indeed from being able to only consider sessions with exactly one click. On the other hand, the logistic model behaves very differently than the cascade model and the DBN model. The difference of relative NDCG5 between the DBN model and logistic model is large when the number of sessions is small. When the number of sessions becomes larger, the difference between DBN and logistic models gets smaller, mainly because there are less number of urls for each query.
Given the above observations, we then fix the minimum number of sessions to 10 and the minimum number of urls per query to 10. As a result 392 queries pass the criteria and on average each query contains 13.4 urls. We then compute NDCG5 on this data set. As shown in table 1, the NDCG5 for the DBN model is 5.8% and 2.4% better than that of the logistic model and the cascade model respectively. All the difference are statistically significant according to a Wilcoxon sign-rank test (p ≤ 0.001). In order to quantify the influence of the satisfaction variable su, we also ranked according to au only instead of (6) . The difference is only 0.5%, not statistically significant. We will discuss in section 7 an extension of our model resulting in a better modeling of the satisfaction. Compared to the baseline ranking function φ, the NDCG5 for the DBN model is only 6.3% worse. Given the baseline function φ uses more than hundreds of ranking signals and is trained with rather large set of editorially labeled data, this indicates the predicted relevance are very accurate in terms of ranking.
We then try to improve the baseline function φ by using the predicted relevance from the DBN model as an additional ranking signal. About 0.8% NDCG5 gain was achieved. Furthermore, this signal is observed to be one of the top 10 important ranking signals among hundreds of ranking signal, indicating the high correlation between the predicted relevance and relevance.
Learning a ranking function with predicted relevance
Machine learning for web search ranking has first been introduced in [4] ; we follow here the gradient boosted decision trees framework applied to pairwise preferences [20] . We have two sets of pairwise preferences:
1. PE comes from editorial judgments on 4180 queries and 126k urls, resulting in about 1M preference pairs;
2. PC comes from our click model: we keep only 1.1M urls (corresponding to 420k unique queries) by filtering based on a threshold on the confidence (equation (8)); converting the relevance scores (equation (6)) into preferences yields about 2M pairs.
For each (query,url) pair we extract a feature vector x. A pair (xi, xj) in the preference set indicates that xi is preferred to xj, which should ideally translates to f (xi) > f (xj), where f is the ranking function. The boosting algorithm optimizes the following objective function (see [20] for details on the boosting procedure): (7)). The relative DCG5 is normalized to be 1 for δ = 0, which corresponds to learning only based on editorial judgments. On the other hand when δ = 1 only click data are used for learning.
The objective function is thus a combination of editorial based and click based preference. The test set is a held WWW 2009 MADRID! Track: Data Mining / Session: Click Models out set of editorial judgments on which the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) at rank 5 is computed. The relative performance as a function of δ is plotted in figure 6 . We can draw two interesting conclusions from this plot:
1. Learning only from clicks, the DCG is only 4% worse than a standard model learned with editorial judgments; this is remarkable because in this experiment the set of editorial judgments is relatively large. This is an indication that learning from clicks can be very valuable for markets where there are few or no editorial judgments.
2. Combining both type of data lead to a 2% gain on DCG, which is considered substantial in the web search ranking community. So even in markets where a lot of editorial judgments are available, we can still leverage clicks to reach higher DCG.
Finally note that the evaluation has been done with an editorial metric. But because of the discrepancies between clicks and editorial judgments discussed below, we expect that our model trained on clicks would perform even better had we evaluated it on a click based metric.
A SIMPLIFIED MODEL
As we have shown in figure 3 , the best prediction of the CTR at position 1 was obtained for γ = 0.9. But γ = 1 produces only slightly worse prediction. And this particular setting is interesting because in this case, the inference is much simpler. Indeed the user then keeps examining until he is satisfied, which means that the last click provided a satisfying result and the results below it were not examined. The forward-backwards algorithm and EM are thus not needed because there is no ambiguity on the examination variables: E1 = · · · = E = 1 and E +1 = · · · = E10 = 0 with being the position of the last click. The latent variables au and su are estimated using simple counting as described in algorithm 1. 
CLICKS VS EDITORIAL JUDGMENTS
In the last two sets of experiments, clicks are used as a proxy for editorial judgments. It is important to evaluate the correlation between relevance estimated by our click model and actual relevance given by editors. A natural measure is the number of contradicting pairs (related to Kendall's tau test). We converted all the editorial judgments in pairwise preferences and did the same from the relevance scores extracted from our model. On the intersection of both sets of pairs, there is a disagreement in the preference for 20% of the pairs. We investigated the reasons for these discrepancies and found that excluding errors in editorial judgments, theses reasons can be summarized into two main categories:
1: popularity is not necessary aligned with relevance; 2: clicks measure mostly perceived relevance, while editors judge the relevance of the landing page; An example for the first category is the query "adobe": the home page www.adobe.com seems to be the most relevant url but most users click on the acrobat reader link. Another example query is "bank of america". Most users prefer to click on the online banking page http://www.bankofamerica. com/onlinebanking/ while editors tend to consider the home page http://www.bankofamerica.com as the destination page for this query. Given this inherent discrepancy between relevance and clicks, we may never be able to close the gap completely. On the other hand, it may be useful to leverage the predicted relevance to refine the definition of relevance and hence the guideline for editorial relevance judgment.
The second type of inconsistency can be further divided in two sub-categories: cases where relevance of the search result snippets are very different from that of the landing page; and cases where users click based on the trustworthiness of the page rather than the relevance of the page. The first sub-category most often is related to the presentation of the title and summary of the url. An example query for the second sub-category is "travel insurance". While there are many small insurance companies focus on selling travel insurance (more relevance in terms of relevance judgment), the users still tend to click more often on the sites of branded insurance companies, where travel insurance is only a small fraction of their business.
In summary this study made clear that defining relevance is a complex matter and that clicks and editorial judgments are two related but distinct ways of answering the user needs.
EXTENSION
So far all the above experiments only considered web search results. In fact, a wealth of information has been blended into the search result page: the most noticeable one is sponsored search results.In addition, search engines nowadays tend to contain many links to help users to quickly navigate to their search destination, including related search, query mis-spelling suggestion and short cuts.
We discovered that in many cases, lack of clicks on search results is due to the fact that users have chosen to click on urls from one or more of the above sections. We thus would like to model the clicks on the entire search result page. We modify the DBN model slightly to consider the whole page clicks. Previously we only considered the top 10 retrieved results in a session. Here we define two virtual urls: the leading url defined as the urls at the top of search result page (e.g. sponsored search, spelling suggestion); the trailing url defined as the urls at the bottom of the search result page (e.g. pagination).
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Clicks on the leading url may suggest that the users never examined the urls in the search result section; while clicks on the trailing url indicates the users most likely are unsatisfied with previous urls. Again, we use the predicted relevance from the refined DBN model to rank urls and compute NDCG5. The results are summarized in table 2. As for table 1, we only keep urls with at least 10 sessions and the queries with at least 10 urls. The refined DBN model outperforms the original DBN model by 2.2% and the difference is statistically significant (p ≤ 0.001). In addition, for this improved DBN model, the satisfaction variables su seem to be better estimated -there is a 1.2% drop (p ≤ 0.001) in accuracy if we rank according to au only (as compared to 0.5% for the original model, see table 1 ). This is probably because we now model clicks on the bottom of search page such as 'next': when a user click on the next button, it is likely that he is not satisfied with the last url he visited. Our original DBN ignored this fact and incorrectly attributed high satisfaction for this kind of url.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Extracting relevance information from click logs is a challenging but valuable task for web search ranking. In this paper we have proposed a novel click model based on dynamic bayesian network. The major contribution of the work is to introduce the notion of satisfaction to separately model the relevance of the landing page and perceived relevance at the search result page. We have demonstrated in this paper that the DBN model outperforms other click models.
There are several extensions which can improve the accuracy of our model. Other than the preliminary experiments we have done to consider urls in the entire search result page for click modeling, another extension is to incorporate the time users spent on a page, which is expected to be very helpful in predicting the user satisfaction. We can also allow the user to be satisfied even if he does not click (e.g. he might have fulfilled his request just by reading the abstract). In addition, the satisfaction variable can be continuous instead of binary: for informational queries, the user typically finds bits of information on each page and stops when his overall information need is fulfilled. This can be done by introducing a dependency between the Si variables. Finally, a more challenging extension is to consider a non-linear examination model: this would require to model both forward and backward jumps.
Most of existing click modeling methods are biased by the search engine used to collect the clicks, and they mostly serve as 'positive feedback': if a document was never presented to the user, then the document would not be clicked. Another direction to extend the work would be to utilize the query smoothing to infer relevance for extra documents.
APPENDIX
We give here some details about the inference in our DBN outlined in section 3.3. Suppose that there are N sessions and denote A j , S j and E j the vector of hidden variables associated with the j-th session. Also let d j i be the url in position i of the j-th session.
M step
Given some posterior distributions Q(A " + log P (s).
In the above equations, I is the indicator function; P (a) and P (s) are the prior beta distributions. We simply took a beta distribution with parameters (1,1), but these priors can be learned using a variational approximation [2] . The maximizers can of course be easily computed in closed form. Because of the priors, this EM algorithm does not converge to the maximum likelihood solution but to a mode of the posterior: it is a maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution.
E step
The M steps consists in computing the posterior probabilities:
Q(A In the rest of this section, we drop for convenience the conditioning on au, su and γ. As in the forward-backward algorithm, we define the following variables:
αi(e) = P (C αi+1(e) = X e ∈{0,1}
αi(e )P (Ei+1 = e, Ci|Ei = e ).
βi−1(e) = X e ∈{0,1}
βi(e )P (Ei = e , Ci−1|Ei−1 = e).
The conditional probabilities in the above equation are computed as follows:
P (Ei+1|Si = s, Ei)P (Si = s|Ci)P (Ci|Ei).
Confidence
Remember that the latent variables au and su will later be used as targets for learning a ranking function. It is thus important to know the confidence associated with these values. A standard way of deriving a confidence is to compute the second derivative of the log likelihood function at the MAP solution. This can be seen as doing a Laplace approximation of the posterior distribution.
The second derivative in our case turns out to have a simple expression because P (C j |au, su, γ) = P a j ,e j ,s j P (C j |A j = a j , E j = e j )P (A j = a j , E j = e j , S j = s j |au, su, γ) is linear in au and su. The result is simply the average squared gradient (similar equation stands for su): 
